Taking Your Crop and Livestock Operation to the Next Level
What is your dream?

How do you get that?
We desire profit to meet our obligations and create flexibility (opportunities to travel, learn, serve/give, recreation)
Are you satisfied with where your farming operation is today?
“If you seek prosperity and financial security, few activities during the year count more than financial planning. It takes precedence over vacations, interruptions and excuses of any kind.”

-Allan Savory
Why is it so hard?

- Fear of numbers
- Fear of money
- Shame of what they might tell us
- I don't have enough time
“It can be challenging to overcome old habits or attitudes that make you resist financial planning.”

- I don't know how
- This is not a good time to start learning
- I hate math
- I have all my numbers in my head
Creating good systems will:

- \(\downarrow\) Tensions & stress
- Lead to better decision making
- \(\downarrow\) risk
- \(\uparrow\) quality of life
- \(\downarrow\) worry
- Help with long term planning
Tools & Tips
Tools & Tips

- Fearless Farm Finance
- Holistic Management
- Spreadsheets
- Address root cause of problem
- Set aside time every week
“There is no greater waste than a great set of financial systems that are rarely used.”

-Fearless Farm Finances
“Do what you can
Where you are
With what you have.”

-Teddy Roosevelt
Questions?

Erin Wilson
wilson3ee@gmail.com